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Abstract

In applied work in macroeconomics and finance, nonoptimal infinite horizon economies are

often studied in which the state-space is unbounded. Important examples of such economies

are single-sector growth models with production externalities, valued fiat money, monopolistic

competition, and/or distortionary government taxation. Although sufficient conditions for

existence and uniqueness of Markovian equilibrium are well known for the compact state

space case, no similar sufficient conditions exist for unbounded growth. This paper provides

such a set of sufficient conditions, and presents a computational algorithm that will prove

asymptotically consistent when computing Markovian equilibrium.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents existence and uniqueness results of Markovian equilibrium for
a broad class of dynamic nonoptimal single-sector stochastic unbounded growth
models used in applied macroeconomics and public finance. The primitive data
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describing the class of models under consideration include economies with a diverse
set of potential equilibrium distortions such as distortionary taxes, valued fiat
money, monopolistic competition, and various types of production externalities. The
state space may be unbounded, and therefore not compact. While there is vast
literature on unbounded endogenous growth, there are no general results establish-
ing sufficient conditions under which there exist Markovian equilibria for such
models, let alone sufficient conditions under which the equilibrium is unique.
The methodology in this paper is related to the Euler equation approach discussed

in an important series of recent work on ‘‘monotone-map’’ methods pioneered in
Coleman (1991) and Greenwood and Huffman (1995). In a seminal paper, Coleman
(1991) proves existence of equilibrium for economies with an income tax under a
standard condition concerning the boundedness of the production function, a
condition that is sufficient to guarantee compactness of the state space. This
compactness of the state space is critical in the work of Coleman (1991) and in all
subsequent work (in particular, Greenwood and Huffman (1995) and Datta et al.
(2002a, b)), because it implies that the candidate set of equilibrium consumption (or
investment) functions is compact in a uniform topology. The compactness property
of the equilibrium set then allows to demonstrate that a nonlinear operator has the
appropriate order continuity property, and that its domain (and range) is chain
complete. Given these two properties, a version of Tarski’s theorem presented in
Dugundji and Granas (1982) leads to the existence argument. While this is precisely
the existence proof in Coleman (1991), Greenwood and Huffman (1995) follow a
related argument to demonstrate existence of nonoptimal equilibrium in a version of
Romer (1986) unbounded growth model that has a stationary representation. Such
stationary representation exists in the case of log utility and Cobb–Douglass
technology, so that the problem can be posed on a compact state space, but it is not
clear how the argument can be generalized to other choices of primitives (for
instance utility outside the CES class). Our work systematically explores this issue
for the unbounded growth case, and provides an affirmative general result.
It is important to distinguish this paper from the recent work of Coleman (2000)

and Datta et al. (2002a, b).1 These papers, based on the important and innovative
proof of uniqueness in Coleman (2000), demonstrate uniqueness of a continuous
Markovian equilibrium consistent with a monotone investment function (and in
Coleman (2000), additionally, a monotone consumption function) relative to a very
large class of candidate continuous Markovian equilibrium. First, a careful reading
reveals that the method of proof of existence of Markovian equilibrium in both of
these papers does not apply when the state space is not compact. Without
compactness, existence of Markovian equilibrium is not guaranteed, and thus
knowledge of its uniqueness (by itself) is not particularly useful. Second, the proof of
existence in both Coleman (2000) and Datta et al. (2002a, b) relies upon the
contraction mapping theorem under bounded returns and state space, which cannot
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be directly applied in the context of unbounded growth. For example, the key
assumptions in Coleman (2000) on the primitive data of the economy (i.e.,
Assumptions 1 and 2) are not sufficient to demonstrate that a value function exists,
and that an Euler equation can therefore be derived. Indeed, these assumptions allow
for both production and utility to be unbounded, so that the return function may be
unbounded as well; as discussed in Stokey et al. (1989) and Alvarez and Stokey
(1998), the value function in such cases may not be defined, and studying an Euler
equation to characterize solutions is then inappropriate. Our work in the present
paper resolves this issue.
The monotone method developed in this paper is not topological, but rather, is

built upon the monotonicity properties of a particular nonlinear operator and the
lattice completeness properties of the underlying domain of this operator. This
operator is a self-map on a complete lattice of candidate equilibrium functions, and
its monotonicity implies that it has a fixed point, through Tarski’s fixed-point
theorem.2 Since we rely on an order-based construction as opposed to a purely
topological one, the concerns of boundedness, compactness and continuity do not
enter into the formulation of the existence and uniqueness problem, and we are able
to prove existence within a very sharp set of monotone Markov processes, and
uniqueness within a large class of Markovian equilibrium (not necessarily
monotone). In addition, the monotone method employed is constructive, and
allows the discussion of issues associated with computation as well as characteriza-
tion of Markovian equilibrium.3 In particular, we provide some comparative statics
results in some key parameters of the underlying economy. The technology is
required to have constant returns to scale in private inputs and to obey some
standard first-order and second-order conditions. However, unlike in Coleman
(1991), we do not make any assumption guaranteeing compactness of the domain of
the endogenous state variable, and we introduce externalities in the production
process. Utility obeys some standard assumptions, except for a boundedness
requirement which can be relaxed for economies with homogeneous preferences and
constant returns to scale.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the class of environments

studied. Section 3 proves existence of Markovian equilibrium as the fixed point of a
monotone operator A mapping a complete lattice into itself. The characterization of
the set of equilibria is refined by constructing an algorithm converging to the
maximal fixed point, and by deriving some simple comparative statics results in the
strong set order. Section 4 shows that all the fixed points of the mapping A are fixed
points of another mapping, denoted #A; and that #A has at most one interior fixed
point. This generalization of a method used in Coleman (2000) and Datta et al.
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Mirman et al. (2002) within the context of bounded state spaces.
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(2002a, b) forms the basis of our uniqueness argument. Section 5 provides some
examples and concludes.

2. The model

Time is discrete and indexed by tAT ¼ f0; 1; 2;yg; and there is a continuum of
infinitely-lived and identical household/firm agents. The aggregate state variables for
this economy consist of endogenous and exogenous variables and are denoted by the
vector S: Uncertainty comes in the form of a finite state first-order Markov process
denoted by ztAZ with stationary transition probabilities pðz; z0Þ:4 Let the set KCRþ

contain all the feasible values for the aggregate endogenous state variable K ; and
define the product space S :K� Z: Since the household also enters each period with
an individual level of the endogenous state variable k; we denote the state of a
household by the vector s ¼ ðk;SÞ with sAK� S: We assume that the class of
equilibrium distortions are consistent with the representative agent facing a set of
feasible constraints summarized by a correspondence Oðk; k0;SÞCK�K� S in
which k0 is the next period value of the variable k: While more specific details will be
provided below, for now we can think of O as simply the graph of the nonempty,
continuous, convex and compact valued feasible correspondence for the household
GðsÞ: K� S-K:
We formulate the economy as in Coleman (1991), although Greenwood and

Huffman (1995) show that our problem can be posed as an existence of Markov
equilibrium problem for a broad class of models used in the macroeconomic
literature (e.g., models with nonconvex production sets, monetary economies like
many cash-in-advance models and shopping time models, monopolistic competition
models, etc.). Each household assumes that the aggregate endogenous state variable
evolves according to a continuous function K 0 ¼ hðK ; zÞ; and owns an identical
production technology which exhibits constant returns to scale in private inputs for
producing the output good. Production may also depend on the equilibrium level of
inputs, and by allowing the technologies to be altered by per capita aggregates, the
case of production externalities is included. Production takes place in the context of
perfectly competitive markets for both the output good and the factors of
production.

2.1. Assumptions

In each period, households are endowed with a unit of time which they supply
inelastically to competitive firms. With the capital–labor ratio denoted by k; and the
per-capita counterpart of this measurement by K ; we assume that the production
possibilities are represented by a function f ðk;K ; zÞ: A household’s income before
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taxes and transfers is exactly:5

f ðK ;K ; zÞ þ ðk 	 KÞf1ðK ;K ; zÞ;

where the equilibrium condition K ¼ k has been imposed on the firm’s problem.
The government taxes all income at the rate t1ðK ; zÞ and transfers the lump
sum amount t2ðK ; zÞ to each household. In period t; a household must decide on
an amount c to consume, and the capital–labor ratio carried over to the next period
is thus

k0 ¼ ð1	 t1ðK ; zÞÞ½f ðK ;K ; zÞ þ ðk 	 KÞf1ðK ;K ; zÞ� þ t2ðK ; zÞ 	 c:

We make the following assumptions on the primitives data:

Assumption 1. The production function f ðk;K ; zÞ and the function governing taxes and

transfers tðK ; zÞ are such that:

ðiÞ f :K�K� Z-K is continuous and strictly increasing ðKDRþÞ: Further, it is

continuously differentiable in its first two arguments, and strictly concave in its

first argument.
ðiiÞ f ð0;K ; zÞ ¼ 0 and limk-0 f1ð0;K ; zÞ ¼ N for all ðK ; zÞAK� Z:
ðiiiÞ t1 and t2 are continuous and increasing in both their arguments.
ðivÞ The quantity ð1	 t1ðK ; zÞÞf1ðK ;K ; zÞ is weakly decreasing (i.e., nonincreasing)

in K :

Aside from the lack of any boundedness condition on the production function f ;
these restrictions are standard (e.g., Coleman, 1991). Given the nonexistence of
continuous Markovian equilibrium results presented recently in the work of Santos
(2002) and Mirman et al. (2002), it seems that assumptions (iii) and (iv) are necessary
for the existence of continuous Markovian equilibrium.6

For each period and state, the preferences are represented by a period utility
index uðciÞ; where ciAK is period i consumption. Letting zi ¼ ðz1;y; ziÞ denote
the history of the shocks until period i; a household’s lifetime preferences are
defined over infinite sequences indexed by dates and histories c ¼ ðczi Þ and are
given by

UðcÞ ¼ E
XN
i¼0

biuðciÞ

( )
; ð1Þ

where the summation in (1) is with respect to the probability structure of future
shocks given the history of shocks, the transition matrix p; and the optimal plans up
to a given date i:
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Assumption 2.7 The period utility function u :Rþ-R is bounded, continuously

differentiable, strictly increasing, strictly concave, 0obo1; and u0ð0Þ ¼ N:

2.2. Value function and equilibrium

The value function V associated with the household’s problem of choosing an
optimal consumption level satisfies the Bellman’s equation:

V ðk;K ; zÞ ¼ sup
cAGðk;K ;zÞ

fuðcÞ þ bEz½V ðð1	 t1ðK ; zÞÞ½f ðK ;K ; zÞ

þ ðk 	 KÞf1ðK ;K ; zÞ� þ t2ðK ; zÞ 	 c; hðK ; zÞ; z0Þ�g; ð2Þ

where the constraint set for the household’s choice of consumption is the compact
interval:

Gðk;K ; zÞ ¼ ½0; ð1	 t1ðK ; zÞÞ½f ðK ;K ; zÞ þ ðk 	 KÞf1ðK ;K ; zÞ� þ t2ðK ; zÞ�:

Consider the complete metric space of bounded, continuous, real-valued functions
v :Rþ � Rþ � Z-R equipped with the sup norm, and W the subset of functions that
are weakly increasing and concave in their first argument. The following is a
standard result in the literature (see, for instance, Stokey et al., 1989).

Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, given any continuous aggregate investment

function h and any transfer policy function t2: there exists a unique v in W that satisfies

Bellman’s equation (2). Moreover, this v is strictly increasing and strictly concave in its

first argument. The optimal policy cðk;K ; zÞ is single valued and continuous in its first

argument.

Note that v is generally not defined on a compact space, and that the proof of this
proposition relies on applying the contraction mapping theorem for an operator
defined on the Banach space CðX Þ with the topology of the uniform convergence,
without requiring X to be compact. However, the proof of existence and uniqueness
of the value function in Stokey et al. (1989) relies crucially on the assumption of
boundedness of utility, so that the contraction mapping theorem can be directly
applied. Although there is no general theory for the case of unbounded utility and
unbounded growth, some progress has been made by Alvarez and Stokey (1998) who
demonstrate existence and uniqueness at least with CES utility and constant returns
to scale in private inputs to production.8 In Section 5 below, we provide an
illustration of our method for a Romer type of model where utility is unbounded.
It is important to also note that the optimal policy cðk;K ; zÞ is strictly positive, that

is cðk;K ; zÞ > 0 when k > 0 and K > 0: Suppose that this is not the case, i.e., that there
exists ðk;KÞ > 0 such that cðk;K ; zÞ ¼ 0: Consider increasing consumption and
decreasing investment by some amount e > 0: The per unit increase in current utility
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is ½uðeÞ 	 uð0Þ�=e; while the per unit decrease in expected future utility is
bEt½vðk0;K 0; z0Þ 	 vðk0 	 e;K 0; z0Þ�=e: However:

lim
e-0

½uðeÞ 	 uð0Þ�=e ¼ u0ð0Þ ¼ N;

and the utility gain can therefore be made arbitrarily large by choosing e small
enough, while the utility loss are bounded since v is strictly increasing and concave in
its first argument (and k0 > 0 when cðk;K ; zÞ ¼ 0 and K 0 ¼ hðK ; zÞ > 0 as well). As a
consequence, the policy of consuming nothing is not optimal.
We define an equilibrium as follows:

Definition. A stationary equilibrium consists of continuous functions h and t2
mapping Rþþ�Z into Rþþ such that:
(i) All tax revenues are lump-sum redistributed according to the transfer function

t2 ¼ t1f :
(ii) The aggregate investment function h is such that households choose to invest

according to the same rule:

hðK ; zÞ ¼ f ðK ;K ; zÞ 	 cðK ;K ; zÞ:

Proposition 2. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, if ðh; t2Þ is an equilibrium with the

associated policy function c and value function v; then cðK ;K ; zÞ always lies in the

nonempty interior of GðK ;K ; zÞ; and v is continuously differentiable in its first argument

k when k ¼ K for all ðK ; zÞ:

Note again that the standard proof (See, for instance Stokey et al., 1989) relies on
boundedness of utility, although the results have been extended to some cases
where utility functions can be bounded above by a linear transformation of a CES
utility.
Consequently, denoting cðK ; zÞ ¼ cðK ;K ; zÞ; HðK ; zÞ ¼ ð1	 t1ðK ; zÞÞf1ðK ;K ; zÞ

and f ðK ;K ; zÞ ¼ F ðK ; zÞ for convenience, the optimal policy function necessarily
satisfies the Euler equation:

u0ðcðK ; zÞÞ ¼ bEzfu0½cðF ðK ; zÞ 	 cðK ; zÞ; z0Þ��HðF ðK ; zÞ 	 cðK ; zÞ; z0Þg; ð3Þ

and an equilibrium consumption is a strictly positive solution cðK ; zÞ > 0 to this Euler
equation.

3. Existence and characterization of equilibrium

Since the seminal work of Arrow and Debreu, fixed point theorems have been at
the core of general equilibrium analysis, especially for establishing existence of
competitive equilibrium. Early work on existence appealed to topological construc-
tions such as Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, a theorem asserting that a single-valued
continuous mapping from a compact convex subset of a vector space into itself has a

ARTICLE IN PRESS
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fixed point.9 In the context of a recursive dynamic monetary economy, Lucas and
Stokey (1987) apply Schauder’s fixed point theorem to establish that a nonlinear
operator that maps a nonempty, closed, bounded and convex subset of continuous
functions CðX Þ defined on a compact subset X into itself has a fixed point if it is
continuous and if the underlying subset is an equicontinuous set of functions. In the
work of Jovanovic and Rosenthal (1988), Bergin and Bernhardt (1992), and most
recently Chakrabarti (2001), generalizations of Schauder’s theorem for correspon-
dences, the so-called Fan–Glicksberg class of fixed point theorems, are used to
establish the existence of equilibrium for a class of large anonymous games and
heterogeneous agent economies.
There are, however, some major impediments and limitations when attempting to

apply these topological constructions to the class of unbounded growth models
considered in this paper. First is the standard problem of trivial fixed points: The
theorems of Schauder and Fan–Glicksberg are existential, but, unfortunately, the
operators we study often contain trivial fixed points that cannot be decentralized
under a price system with strongly concave households. Ruling out trivial fixed
points would therefore require constructing domains of functions that exclude from
consideration such trivial elements, an often intractable problem which would
therefore make these theorems difficult to employ. Second, to apply this collection of
theorems, the state space X has to be compact, which is obviously not the case for
unbounded growth models. Third, proving topological continuity of a nonlinear
operator in a particular topology when the state space is not compact often proves to
be difficult task.
This leads one to consider fixed point arguments that are not topological and more

specific to the problem under consideration, i.e., that exploit some additional
structure of the particular problem being studied. An interesting application
of a nontopological fixed point theorem is the case of bounded growth
models with equilibrium distortions: Coleman (1991) pioneered an application of
a version of Tarski’s fixed point theorem to demonstrate existence of equilibrium in
an infinite horizon stochastic framework with an income tax. Tarksi’s theorem
establishes that a monotone operator from a complete lattice into itself has a fixed
point.

Tarski’s fixed point theorem (Tarski, 1955). If f is an increasing mapping of a

complete lattice X into itself, then the set of fixed points is a nonempty complete

lattice.

Coleman uses a version of this theorem for order continuous operator on
countably chain complete partially ordered sets, in a situation where there exist two
elements, l and u; that are mapped ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’, i.e. AðlÞXl and AðuÞpu:With
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these additional hypothesis, the version of Tarski’s theorem due to Dugundji and
Granas (1982) can be applied, and the minimal and maximal fixed points can be
constructed by successive approximations. As emphasized by Coleman, the
advantage of using a version of Tarski’s fixed point theorem with an explicit
algorithm is to be able to rule out the zero consumption as the maximal fixed
point.10

This method thus seems promising for our problem.11 However, for the class of
models studied in Coleman (1991), a standard restriction on the production function
insures that the state space X is compact (in addition to being convex and closed),
which implies, through the Arzela–Ascoli theorem, that a set of equicontinuous
functions (endowed with the sup norm) defined on X is a countably chain complete
lattice because it is a compact subset of a Banach lattice of continuous functions.
Coleman then constructs a monotone and continuous operator from this compact
subset of a Banach lattice of continuous functions into itself, and an application of a
topological version of Tarski’s fixed point theorem generates an algorithm that
converges to the fixed point, shown to be unique and strictly positive. Unfortunately,
in distorted unbounded growth models where X is not compact the strategy in
Coleman (1991) cannot be directly applied because Coleman’s set of equicontinuous
functions cannot easily be shown to be a compact subset of a Banach lattice of
continuous functions. Similarly, the absence of compactness renders the proof of
continuity of the operator very difficult.
We show below that neither compactness of the state space nor continuity of the

operator are needed to prove existence of equilibrium. We demonstrate that the set
of functions considered in Coleman is in fact a complete lattice, whether or not the
state space is compact. The key insight is that continuity of the candidate equilibrium
policies need not be assumed because it is implied by a double monotonicity
assumption. This key insight enables us to use purely order-based methods. We rely
on a version of Tarski’s theorem due to Veinott (1992), which is a slightly stronger
version of the main theorem in Abian and Brown (1962) to produce additional
characterizations of the set of fixed points.

Theorem 1.12 Let ðX ;XÞ be a complete lattice A : X-X an increasing mapping. The

set of fixed points of A is a nonempty complete lattice. Further, the sets of excessive

and deficient point (resp. sXAðsÞ and spAðsÞ) are nonempty complete lattices,
and the greatest (resp. least) fixed point is the greatest deficient point (resp. least

excessive).
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3.1. Existence

Consider the space E of functions h :X ¼ Rþ � Z-R; endowed with the
pointwise partial order p13 and satisfying the following conditions (recall that
F ðK ; zÞ ¼ f ðK ;K ; zÞ is continuous and strictly increasing in its arguments):

(i) 0phðK ; zÞpF ðK ; zÞ:
(ii) h is weakly increasing in K :
(iii) F 	 h is weakly increasing in K :

Recall that a space ðE;pÞ is a lattice if it is endowed with two binary operations
for any two points h; gAE referred to as the meet and the join (denoted, respectively,
h4g and h3g). These two operations are given as follows:

ðh3gÞðx; y; zÞ ¼ maxfhðx; y; zÞ; gðx; y; zÞg

and

ðh4gÞðx; y; zÞ ¼ minfhðx; y; zÞ; gðx; y; zÞg:

It is important to notice that the combined double monotonicity of h and F 	 h

implies that hAE is a continuous function in K : This can be easily seen graphically,
as any discontinuous jump up of h would necessarily violate the assumption that
F 	 h is weakly increasing, and is demonstrated rigorously in the proof of the
following Lemma establishing an important property of E:14

Lemma 1. E is a complete lattice. Also, for all hAE; h is continuous in K :

In the footsteps of Coleman (1991), we define the mapping A on E from the Euler
equation (3) as follows:

u0ððAcÞðK ; zÞÞ ¼ bEzfu0½cðF ðK ; zÞ 	 ðAcÞðK ; zÞ; z0Þ�

� H½F ðK ; zÞ 	 ðAcÞðK ; zÞ; z0�g; ð4Þ

so that any fixed point of A is an equilibrium consumption function. Note that 0 is a
fixed point of A (i.e., A0 ¼ 0), and that AFpF :

Lemma 2. Under Assumptions 1–2, for any c in E; a unique AðcÞ in E exists.

Furthermore, the operator A is monotone.

Then, by Lemmas 1–3, the operator A maps a complete lattice into itself and is
monotone. By Tarski’s theorem, the set of fixed point is a nonempty complete lattice.
Note that F is a deficient point ðAFpF Þ and 0 is an excessive point ðA0X0Þ so the
hypothesis of Theorem 1 above are satisfied. The following proposition, which
follows directly from Theorem 1 above, states the existence result of this paper.
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Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1–2, the set of fixed points is nonempty, and there

exist greatest and least fixed points.

3.2. Maximal fixed point

As noted above, order based fixed point theorems are generally more than
existential and can provide additional characterization of the set of fixed point. In
our problem, we exploit the order structure to establish a computational procedure
that converges to the maximal fixed point of the operator A; as stated in the
following proposition.

Proposition 2. The sequence fAnFgNn¼0 converges to the maximal fixed point.

Denote *c the maximal fixed point, and consider the sequence of value functions
f#vng

N

n¼0 generated from the following recursion:

#vnðk;K ; zÞ ¼ sup
cAGðk;K ;zÞ

fuðcÞ þ bEz½#vn	1ðf ðk;K ; zÞ

	 c;F ðK ; zÞ 	 An	1F ðK ; zÞ; z0Þ�g;

and with #v0  0: Our strategy is to demonstrate that the sequence #vn converges to the
solution v of Bellman’s equation associated with the household’s maximization
problem. If f #vng

N

n¼0 converges to v; since by construction the optimal policy function
maximizing the right-hand side of the previous equality, evaluated along the
equilibrium path, is exactly An	1F ðK ; zÞ; then by Theorem 9.9 in Stokey et al. (1989),
the sequence of functions An	1F ðK ; zÞ converges pointwise to the optimal policy
associated with v; which we have demonstrated must be strictly positive in Section 2.
We now show that the above stated convergence is true.
First, notice that the sequence f#vng

N

n¼0 is convergent. To demonstrate this
property, define the operator Tn as follows:

ðTn	1 #vn	1Þðk;K ; zÞ ¼ sup
cAGðk;K ;zÞ

fuðcÞ þ bEz½#vn	1ðf ðk;K ; zÞ

	 c;F ðK ; zÞ 	 An	1F ðK ; zÞ; z0Þ�g;

for nX1; and #vn ¼ Tn	1 #vn	1: Obviously, each Tj is a contraction of modulus bo1 so
that the sequence Tn3Tn	13?3T0ðv0Þ is a Cauchy sequence, and therefore converges
to a unique limit.
Second, applying the same argument as in Greenwood and Huffman (1995)

establishes that the sequence f #vng
N

n¼0 converges to v on any compact subset of the
state space. Together these two results imply that limn-N f#vng

N

n¼0 ¼ v:

3.3. Comparative statics results

The monotonicity of the mapping A can be exploited to derive comparative statics
results in some of the deep parameters of the problem (i.e., parameters of the
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preferences and of technology). Recall that the set of equilibria is a nonempty
complete lattice, so, in the absence of uniqueness result, comparative statics analysis
requires defining orders on both the set of parameters considered and on the set of
equilibria.
We define the following two set orders. Consider a set Y ; and two subsets

A;BAPðY Þ: The strong set order Xa is defined on PðY Þ as follows:

AXaB iff for any aAA and bAB; a4bAB and a3bAB:

Then, in Veinott’s (1992) terminology, we show that the set of equilibria is
ascending in the strong set order in a parameter tAT ; and consequently, that the
minimal and maximal fixed points also increase in this parameter.

Theorem 2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied for each mapping

At belonging to the set fAt :X-X ; tATg; where ðT ;XT Þ is a poset. If At is increasing

in t; that is if t0XT t implies that, for all x in X ; At0xXAtx; then the minimal and

maximal fixed points of At are increasing in t:

For an application of this result, consider a perturbation in the discount rate b:
Since the right-hand side of Eq. (4), which defines implicitly the mapping A; is
increasing in b; as a consequence, At¼bðcÞ is increasing in bA� 	 1; 0½¼ T ; where T is
endowed with the dual order XT on the real line (i.e., b0XTb if b0pb). By Theorem
2, the maximal and minimal fixed points increase with t (i.e., decrease with b). For
another application, consider the tax rate tAT ; where T is the set of continuous
functions tðK ; zÞA½0; 1� that are monotone in K :15 Endow T with the standard
pointwise Euclidean order for a space of functions, i.e., t0XT t if t0ðK ; zÞXtðK ; zÞ for
all ðK ; zÞ: Then At0cXAtc in the order defined on E and the equilibrium set (the set of
fixed points of the operator AtÞ is monotone in t the strong set order.

4. Uniqueness of equilibrium

This section establishes uniqueness of equilibrium under fairly standard
assumptions by following a method similar to the one in Coleman (2000) and
Datta et al. (2002a, b). As discussed in Coleman (1991), in the presence of
uncertainty the concavity of an operator is not sufficient for proving uniqueness of
the fixed point of the operator. However, pseudo concavity together with some
monotonicity property are sufficient properties to establish that result. In this section
of the paper, we demonstrate that any fixed point of the operator A is also
a fixed point of another operator #A which is shown to be pseudo concave and x0-
monotone. This method, also used in Coleman (2000) and Datta et al. (2002a, b), is
based on a theorem in Coleman (1991), which we generalize for a noncompact state
space.
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Theorem 3.16 An operator #A that is pseudo concave and x0-monotone has at most one

strictly positive fixed point.

The operator #A is constructed as follows. First define the set of functions m :Rþ �
Z-R such that:

(i) m is continuous;
(ii) For all ðK ; zÞARþ � Z; 0pmðK ; zÞpF ðK ; zÞ;
(iii) For any K ¼ 0; mðK ; zÞ ¼ 0:

Denote M this set, which is endowed with the standard pointwise partial ordering.
Consider the function CðmðK ; zÞÞ implicitly defined by

u0½CðmðK ; zÞÞ� ¼
1

mðK ; zÞ
for m > 0; 0 elsewhere:

Naturally, C is continuous, increasing, limm-0 CðmÞ ¼ 0; and limm-F ðK ;zÞ CðmÞ ¼
F ðK ; zÞ: Using the function C; we denote:

#Zðm; *m;K ; zÞ ¼
1

*m
	 bEz

HðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cð *mðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ
mðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cð *mðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ

� �
;

and consider the operator #A:

#Am ¼ f *m j #Zðm; *m;K ; zÞ ¼ 0 for m > 0; 0 elsewhereg:

Since #Z is strictly increasing in m and strictly decreasing in *m; and since lim *m-0
#Z ¼

þN and lim *m-F ðK ;zÞ #Z ¼ 	N; for each mðK ; zÞ > 0; with K > 0; and zAZ there
exists a unique #AmðK ; zÞ:
Note that we can relate each orbit of the operator A to a specific orbit of the

operator #A in the following manner. Given any c0 in the order interval ½0;F � of E;
there exists a unique m0 in M such that:

m0ðK ; zÞ ¼
1

u0ðc0ðK ; zÞÞ
:

By construction, there exists a unique #Am0 that satisfies #Zðm0; #Am0;K ; zÞ ¼ 0; i.e.

1

#Am0ðK ; zÞ
¼ bEz

HðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cð #Am0ðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ

m0ðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cð #Am0ðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ

( )

or, equivalently (from the definition of c0):

1

#Am0ðK ; zÞ
¼ bEzfHðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cð #Am0ðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ

� u0ðc0ðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cð #Am0ðK ; zÞÞ; z0ÞÞg:
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By construction, Ac0 satisfies

u0ððAc0ÞðK ; zÞÞ ¼ bEzfHðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac0ðK ; zÞ; z0Þ

� u0ðc0ðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac0ðK ; zÞ; z0ÞÞg:

Therefore, by uniqueness of #Am0 it must be that 1= #Am0 ¼ u0ðAc0Þ (or, equivalently,
that Cð #Am0Þ ¼ Ac0). By induction, it is trivial to demonstrate that for all n ¼ 1; 2;y
Anc0 ¼ Cð #Anm0Þ:
It is easy to show that to each fixed point of the operator A corresponds a fixed

point of the operator #A: Indeed, consider x such that Ax ¼ x and define y ¼ 1=u0ðxÞ
(or, equivalently CðyÞ ¼ x). By definition, x satisfies

u0ðxðK ; zÞÞ ¼bEzfHðF ðK ; zÞ 	 xðK ; zÞ; z0Þ

� u0ðxðF ðK ; zÞ 	 xðk; zÞ; z0ÞÞg for all ðK ; zÞ:

Substituting the definition of y into this expression, this implies that:

1

y
¼ bEz

HðF ðK ; zÞ 	CðyðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ
yðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cðyðk; zÞ; z0ÞÞ

;

which shows that y is a fixed point of #A: We have the important following result:

Lemma 3. The operator #A is pseudo concave and x0-monotone.

This Lemma, in conjunction Theorem 3, stated in the beginning of this section,
implies that #A has at most one fixed point. Thus, A also has at most one fixed point,
although at least one (obtained as limn-N AnF ). Therefore, A has exactly one fixed
point.

5. Examples and concluding remarks

This paper provides an important extension of the work of Coleman (1991, 2000)
and Greenwood and Huffman (1995) to the case of unbounded growth. Such an
extension is important, as many models studied in the applied growth and
macroeconomics literature are formulated on unbounded state spaces. It is not
trivial, since all the standard fixed point results used in the literature do not apply to
our problem, because relaxing the assumption of a compact state space makes it very
difficult to establish suitable algebraic or topological structures on particular spaces
of functions. However, the mapping corresponding to the recursive problem,
expressed in the form of iterations on an operator defined via an Euler equation,
maps a complete lattice into itself and has critical monotone properties. Exploiting
these order-theoretic notions, we prove existence of equilibrium by applying Tarski’s
theorem. To prove uniqueness, we demonstrate that the fixed points of this mapping
are also fixed points of another mapping, which we know has at most one fixed
point. Finally, we show that the unique equilibrium can be obtained as the limit of a
simple algorithm, and we show how to conduct some simple comparative statics on
the space of economies considered in the paper.
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We now briefly demonstrate how to apply the results to some standard
frameworks used extensively in the macroeconomic literature. We begin with the
case of unbounded growth with nonconvex technologies.

Example 1 (Endogenous growth with constant income tax and unbounded
utility). Consider the simple growth economy where a representative agent’s
preferences are represented by

P
N

t¼0 b
tuðctÞ; the production technology is zkaK1	a

with 0oao1; and income is taxed at the constant rate t: Define Cðk;K ; zÞ ¼
½0; ð1	 tÞðzKaK1	a þ ðk 	 KÞazKa	1K1	a þ t2ðK ; zÞ�: Existence and uniqueness of a
value function satisfying Bellman’s equation:

vðkt;Kt; ztÞ ¼ sup
ktþ1ACðkt;Kt ;ztÞ

fu½ð1	 tÞðztK
a
t K1	a

t þ ðkt 	 KtÞaztK
a	1
t K1	a

t Þ

þ t2ðKt; ztÞ 	 ktþ1� þ bEtðvðktþ1; hðKt; ztÞ; ztþ1ÞÞg

can be established when uðcÞ satisfies Assumption 2, following a standard argument
in Stokey et al. (1989). Note that Assumption 1 is satisfied: In particular the
after tax marginal product of capital, ð1	 t1ðK ; zÞÞf1ðK ;K ; zÞ ¼ ð1	 tÞaz is
independent of K :
For any c in E; define Ac as the solution of the following nonlinear equation:

u0ðAcðk; zÞÞ ¼ bEzfu0ðcðzK 	 AcðK ; zÞ; z0ÞÞ�ð1	 tÞaz0g:

A direct application of our results shows that the unique fixed point can be
computed as the limit of the sequence ðF ;AF ;A2F ; ::::Þ and that it is decreasing in b:
It is important to note that, in some cases, it is possible to relax the assumption of

bounded utility. In particular, when utility is of the form uðcÞ ¼ ð1=yÞcy; where
0oyo1; the existence and uniqueness of a value function can be established, as
demonstrated in the Appendix. The case y ¼ 0; that is, uðcÞ ¼ ln c; addressed in
Greenwood and Huffman (1995), is facilitated by the property that it generates a
setup that has a stationary representation. As noted before, there is no general
theory that guarantees existence of a value function, let alone existence of an Euler
equation, when an unbounded return function is combined with a unbounded state
space.

Example 2 (Government spending and endogenous growth). As a second example,
consider a discrete time version of Barro (1990) where preferences of a typical agent
are represented by

P
N

t¼0 b
tuðctÞ; the production technology is K1	aga; where

government spending g is financed contemporaneously by a flat-rate income tax t:
If we assume a constant tax rate t and a balanced government budget each period
this setup is simply an AK model, as pointed out by Barro, since balancing the
budget requires gt ¼ tK1	a

t ga
t ; that is, gt ¼ BKt where B ¼ ðtÞ1=ð1	aÞ: Consequently,

disposable income of an agent in period t is ð1	 tÞ½BaKt þ ðkt 	 KtÞBað1	 aÞ�:
With utility of the form uðcÞ ¼ ð1=yÞcy; where 0oyo1; the existence and

uniqueness of a value function can be established following a similar argument as
for Example 1 (see Appendix). The Bellman’s equation associated with an agent’s
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maximization problem is

vðkt;KtÞ ¼ sup
ktþ1ACðkt;KtÞ

fu½ð1	 tÞðBaKt þ ðkt 	 KtÞBað1	 aÞÞ 	 ktþ1�

þ bvðktþ1; hðKtÞÞg;

where Cðkt;KtÞ ¼ ½0; ð1	 tÞðBaKt þ ðkt 	 KtÞBað1	 aÞÞ�: The Euler equation asso-
ciated with the previous Bellman’s equation generates the operator A defined
implicitly by

u0ðAcðKÞÞ ¼ bu0ðcðð1	 tÞBaK 	 AcðKÞÞÞ�ð1	 tÞð1	 aÞBa:

Example 3 (Cash in advance economy). As a third example, we show how to use
our methodology to study an unbounded monetary economy. In this case, we
assume for convenience that utility is bounded, although (given the above examples)
we could consider a class of unbounded return functions often used in the literature.
Our example is basically a cash-in-advance economy with exogenous financial
constraints, but the method can be adapted to endogenous cash in advance models
such as Lacker and Schreft (1996), to shopping time models, and also to the recent
models such as Alvarez et al. (2000).
Consider a deterministic version of the economy described in Stockman (1981), for

which the primitive data satisfy the unbounded growth assumptions in Jones and
Manuelli (1990).17 That is, for simplicity f is deterministic, and sufficiently
productive relative to a ‘‘inflation tax’’ t1: The primitive data satisfy Assumptions
1, 2 and:

Assumption 10. f ðKÞ is such that f ðKÞ ¼ AK þ f ðKÞ where f ðKÞ satisfies the following

limiting conditions limK-N f 0ðKÞ ¼ 0; and A satisfies bðAð1	 t1ðKÞ þ 1	 dÞ > 1:

We will specify how the mapping t1 is constructed in a monetary economy in a
moment. The state of the aggregate economy is S ¼ K and a monetary agent
introduces money into the economy according to a state dependent technology jðKÞ
so that

M 0 ¼ jðKÞM;

where j is continuous and M is the per capita level of the money stock. Let lðKÞ be a
lump sum monetary transfer, and therefore M 0 ¼ M þ lðKÞ: Assume that the
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(normalized) price level is given by a continuous mapping pðKÞ ¼ PðKÞ=M and the
recursive structure for per capita measurement of capital follows:

K 0 ¼ hðKÞ:

A household enters each period with an individual stock of fiat money m and a
capital stock k: It can be shown that the representative consumer solves the following
functional equation:

vðk;m;KÞ ¼ sup
c;k0;m0ACðk;m;KÞ

uðcÞ þ bvðk0;m0;K 0Þ;

where Cðk;m;SÞ is the household feasible correspondence and consists of the set of
ðc; k;mÞ satisfying the following restrictions:

pðKÞðc þ k0Þ þ m0=MppðKÞ½f ðKÞ þ ðk 	 KÞf 0ðKÞ� þ ½m þ lðKÞ�=M ; ð5Þ

pðKÞðc þ k0Þp½m þ lðKÞ�=M ;

c;m0; k0
X0: ð6Þ

Notice that, given our assumptions, Cðk;m;KÞ is well-behaved (it is a continuous,
compact and convex valued nonempty correspondence that admits measurable
selections). In addition, a standard argument shows that there exists a bounded,
continuous, strictly concave, strictly increasing value function vðk;m;KÞ satisfying
the household’s Bellman’s equation, and that v admits an envelope condition for
both k and m for fixed S:
Letting l and f be the multipliers on (5) and (6), respectively. The following Euler

equations are obtained by substituting the envelope conditions into the original first-
order conditions, and also recalling the feasibility conditions:

u0ðcÞppðlþ fÞ with equality if m > 0; ð7Þ

pðlþ fÞ ¼ bu0ðc0Þf 0ðK 0Þ; ð8Þ

l ¼ b
ðl0 þ f0Þ

jðK 0Þ
: ð9Þ

Define lðSÞ ¼ lðk;m;KÞ and fðKÞ ¼ fðk;m;KÞ by imposing the equilibrium
conditions k ¼ K and m ¼ M : Define also the following tax:

t1ðKÞ ¼
f

lþ f
:

Then, assuming that b=jo1; it can be shown that (7) binds, and we can rewrite
(7)–(9) as

u0ðcÞ ¼ bu0ðc0Þð1	 t1ðK 0ÞÞf 0ðK 0Þ ð10Þ
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and

1	 t1ðKÞ ¼ b
u0ðc0Þ

u0ðcÞjðK 0Þ
: ð11Þ

This economy grows in equilibrium asymptotically under Assumptions 1, 10; and 2,
as it does in the models discussed in Jones and Manuelli (1990). We can then define
an operator in Section 3 as in the tax economy, apply the main results of the paper to
solve (10) for a tax equilibrium for a fixed t1; and then use this equilibrium to
determine the class of monetary economies indexed by jðKÞ such that the tax
economy associated with t1 can be written as a monetary economy associated with a
side condition like (11). In addition, if we place the distortions t1 in a partially
ordered set T with the pointwise Euclidean partial order on a space of functions, we
can derive comparative statics for the set of fixed points of the nonlinear fixed point
operator as in Section 3, and in addition prove the existence of unique Markov
equilibrium.

Appendix A. Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. Recall that a lattice E is complete if any subset G of E is such
that G has a sup and an inf : Consider any family G of elements of E: Clearly (i)
0psup GpF ; (ii) sup G is weakly increasing, and (iii) F 	 supG ¼ inf fF 	 gggAG is
also weakly increasing. A similar argument applies for infG: Thus E is a complete
lattice.
By the double monotonicity assumption (ii) and (iii), for all hAE; and for all s0Xs:

0phðs0Þ 	 hðsÞpF ðs0Þ 	 F ðsÞ:

Therefore, since F is continuous on its domain,

8e > 0; (d > 0; j s 	 s0 jod implies j hðsÞ 	 hðs0Þ jpj F ðsÞ 	 F ðs0Þ joe: &

Proof of Lemma 2. The proof that Ac exists, is unique, weakly increasing, and that
F 	 Ac is weakly increasing follows the construction in Coleman (1991), as does the
monotonicity of A: First, recall that Ac is defined as

u0½AcðK ; zÞ� ¼ bEzfu0½cðF ðK ; zÞ 	 AcðK ; zÞÞ��HðF ðK ; zÞ 	 AcðK ; zÞÞg:

While the LHS is strictly decreasing in AcðK ; zÞ (from N to a finite quantity), the
RHS is strictly increasing in AcðK ; zÞ under Assumption 1(ii) and (iv) and 2 (from a
finite quantity to N). Thus for each ðK ; zÞ; AcðK ; zÞ exists and is unique.
Second, considering c1 and c2 such that c1pc2; we have:

u0½Ac2ðK ; zÞ� ¼ bEzfu0½c2ðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac2ðK ; zÞÞ��HðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac2ðK ; zÞÞg

and

u0½Ac2ðK ; zÞ�pbEzfu0½c1ðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac2ðK ; zÞÞ�HðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac2ðK ; zÞÞg: ðA:1Þ
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Assume that Ac1XAc2: Then, Ac1ðK ; zÞXAc2ðK ; zÞ and F ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac2ðK ; zÞ
XF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac1ðK ; zÞ: Because c1 is increasing:

c1ðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac1ðK ; zÞÞpc1ðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac2ðK ; zÞÞ:

With both u0 and H decreasing functions, the previous inequality implies that

u0½Ac1ðK ; zÞ� ¼ bEzfu0½c1ðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac1ðK ; zÞÞ�HðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac1ðK ; zÞÞg

X bEzfu0½c1ðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac2ðK ; zÞÞ�HðF ðK ; zÞ 	 Ac2ðK ; zÞÞg: ðA:2Þ

Combining (A.1) and (A.2) leads to

u0½Ac1ðK ; zÞ�Xu0½Ac2ðK ; zÞ�;

which contradicts the hypothesis that Ac1XAc2: It must therefore be that Ac1pAc2;
that is, A is a monotone operator. &

Proof of Proposition 2. For any s in X, the sequence AnF ðsÞ is decreasing and
bounded, and therefore converges. Denoting *cðsÞ the pointwise limit, necessarily,
*c ¼ inf fAnFgnAN : Thus *c belongs to E (as E is a complete lattice), which implies by
Lemma 1 that *c is continuous. It remains to show that A *c ¼ *c:
Pick any K ¼ ðx; yÞ in Rþ�Rþ and consider s ¼ ðK ; zÞ: Assume, without loss of

generality, that xXy: The sequence fcnþ1g
N

n¼0 ¼ fAcng
N

n¼0 converges to *c pointwise,
so that

for all z in Z; F ðsÞ 	 AcnðsÞ converges to F ðsÞ 	 *cðsÞ

and, since H is continuous:

for all z in Z; HðF ðsÞ 	 AcnðsÞÞ converges to HðF ðsÞ 	 *cðsÞÞ:

Since *c is the pointwise limit, we know that the convergence of sequence fcng
N

n¼0
toward *c is uniform on the compact space Y ¼ ½0;F ðx;x; zmaxÞ��½0;F ðx;x; zmaxÞ��Z:
Consequently,

for all z in Z; cnðF ðsÞ 	 AcnðsÞÞ converges to *cðF ðsÞ 	 *cðsÞÞ:

Note that the uniform convergence toward *c is essential in establishing this result.
Indeed, for all z:

jcnðF ðsÞ 	 AcnðsÞÞ 	 *cðF ðsÞ 	 *cðsÞÞj

pjcnðF ðsÞ 	 AcnðsÞÞ 	 *cðF ðsÞ 	 AcnðsÞÞj þ j *cðF ðsÞ 	 AcnðsÞÞ 	 *cðF ðsÞ 	 *cðsÞÞj:

The first absolute value on the right-hand side of the inequality above is bounded
above by supjcn 	 *cj on the compact Y ; which can be made arbitrarily small because
of the uniform convergence on the compact Y : The second absolute value can be
made arbitrarily small by equicontinuity of *c:
Then, by continuity of u0:

for all z in Z; u0½cnðF ðsÞ 	 AcnðsÞÞ� converges to u0½*cðF ðsÞ 	 *cðsÞÞ�:

Thus,

bEzfu0½cnðF ðsÞ 	 AcnðsÞÞ�HðF ðsÞ 	 AcnðsÞÞg
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converges to

bEzfu0½*cðF ðsÞ 	 *cðsÞÞ�HðF ðsÞ 	 *cðsÞÞg:

The former term is exactly u0ðAcnðsÞÞ; which we know converges to u0ð*cðsÞÞ: By
uniqueness of the limit:

u0ð*cðsÞÞ ¼ bu0½*cðF ðsÞ 	 *cðsÞÞ�*cðF ðsÞ 	 *cðsÞÞ;

which demonstrates that, for all s; A*cðsÞ ¼ *cðsÞ: &

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose t0XT t: Consider st0 the minimal fixed point of At0 :
Because At is increasing in t:

st0 ¼ At0s
t0
XAts

t0 :

That is, st0 is an excessive point of At; which implies that st0
Xst; where st is the

minimal fixed point of At; since the minimal fixed point is the least excessive point of
by Theorem 1. Similarly, the maximal fixed point of At denoted xt satisfies

xt ¼ Atx
tpAt0x

t:

That is, xt is a deficient point of At0 : By Theorem 1, necessarily xtpxt0 ; where xt0 is
the maximal fixed point of At0 since the maximal fixed point is the greatest deficient
point.

Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that #A has two distinct strictly positive fixed points,
which we denote c1 and c2: Assume without loss of generality that there exists ð #k; #zÞ
with #k > 0 such that c1ð #k; #zÞoc2ð #k; #zÞ: Choose 0ok1p #k and 0oto1 such that

c1ðk; zÞXtc2ðk; zÞ for all k1pkpsup ð #k; 2k1Þ; all z; ðA:3Þ

with equality for some ðk; zÞ: Note that such t exists because the interval
½k1; supð #k; 2k1Þ� is compact.

18 Combining the x0-monotonicity of #A and (A.1) implies

c1ðk; zÞXð #Atc2Þðk; zÞ for all k1pkpsupð #k; 2k1Þ; all z:

We therefore have that, for all z and for all k1pkpsupð #k; 2k1Þ:

c1ðk; zÞX #Atc2ðk; zÞ > t #Ac2ðk; zÞ ¼ tc2ðk; zÞ;

in which the strict inequality, which follows from the hypothesis of pseudo concavity
of #A; contradicts (A.3). Therefore, there is at most one fixed point. &

Proof of Lemma 3. Recall that #A is pseudo concave if, for any strictly positive m and
any 0oto1; #AtmðK ; zÞ > t #AmðK ; zÞ for all K > 0 and for all zAZ: Since #Z is strictly
decreasing in its second argument, a sufficient condition for this to be true is that

#Zðtm; t #Am;K ; zÞ > #Zðtm; #Atm;K ; zÞ ¼ 0: ðA:4Þ
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18 In Coleman, the existence of t such that c1Xtc2 is guaranteed because the strictly positive

consumption functions are compared on the compact set ½k1; %k� � Z; where %k is the maximum

maintainable capital–labor ratio.
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By definition:

#Zðtm; t #Am;K ; zÞ ¼
1

t #Am
	 bEz

HðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cðt #AmðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ

tmðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cðt #AmðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ

( )
;

so that

t #Zðtm; t #Am;K ; zÞ ¼
1

#Am
	 bEz

HðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cðt #AmðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ

mðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cðt #AmðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ

( )
:

Since C is increasing and HðK 0; z0Þ=mðK 0; z0Þ is decreasing in K 0:

1

#Am
	 bEz

HðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cðt #AmðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ�

mðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cðt #AmðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ�

( )

>
1

#Am
	 bEz

HðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cð #AmðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ

mðF ðK ; zÞ 	Cð #AmðK ; zÞÞ; z0Þ

( )
¼ 0

and #Zðtm; t #Am;K ; zÞ > 0; so that condition (A.4) obtains.
The condition that limk-0 f1ðk;K ; zÞ ¼ N for all K > 0; all z in Assumption 1(ii)

implies that Hð0; z0Þ ¼ N for all z0: Given that #A is monotone, this latter condition is
sufficient for the operator #A to be x0-monotone (Lemmas 9 and 10 in Coleman
(1991).

Example 1. We prove existence and uniqueness of the value function under the
assumption that uðcÞ ¼ ð1=yÞcy with 0oyo1 in the simple case with no uncertainty
so we set ð1	 tÞzt ¼ A for all t: We closely follow Alvarez and Stokey (1998),
adapting their proof to allow for an externality in the production function. The only
difficulty is to establish that the function:

vðk0;K0Þ ¼ sup
fktþ1g

N

t¼0

XN
t¼0

btuðAKa
t K1	a

t þ ðkt 	 KtÞaAKa	1
t K1	a

t 	 ktþ1Þ

s:t: ktþ1A½0;AKa
t K1	a

t þ ðkt 	 KtÞaAKa	1
t K1	a

t �;

given ðk0;K0Þ and Ktþ1 ¼ hðKtÞ is bounded above, which we show is true under the
assumption that bð1þ aÞyAyo1: Indeed,

uðAKa
t K1	a

t þ ðkt 	 KtÞaAKa	1
t K1	a

t 	 ktþ1Þp uðAKt þ aAktÞ

pAyð1þ aÞyð1=yÞðsupðkt;KtÞÞ
y

and

supðkt;KtÞpsupðAð1þ aÞ supðkt	1;Kt	1Þ;AKt	1Þ

since Ktþ1 ¼ hðKtÞpAKa
t K1	a

t : Thus,

supðkt;KtÞpAð1þ aÞ supðkt	1;Kt	1Þ:

Consequently, if bAyð1þ aÞyo1;

0pvðk0;K0Þpð1=yÞ½1=ð1	 bAyð1þ aÞyÞ�ðsupðk0;K0ÞÞ
y:
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Notice that

lim
t-N

btjvðkt;KtÞjp lim
t-N

btjsupðkt;KtÞjyjjvjj

p lim
t-N

btAyð1þ aÞyjsupðk0;K0Þjjjvjj ¼ 0;

so v satisfies Bellman’s equation (See Chapter 4 in Stokey et al., 1989). The rest of the
proof follows exactly Alvarez and Stokey (1998). &
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